WRITING RETREAT – QUANTITATIVE VIEW

6-8 June 2018

Place: Divonne
Organiser: Prof. Olivier Desrichard

Abstract: You can’t finish your article which dragged for months? The LIVES Doctoral Programme propose a “writing retreat” to give you time to do so.

This workshop will be led by Prof. Olivier Desrichard who, given his expertise, will give you advice and / or returns on your article.

The idea of this workshop is to propose a space devoted specifically to this exercise. So, come with your current article and during these 3 days, you will have the opportunity to advance or finish it. In order to carry out this project, all the data analysis required for your article should be completed before the retreat, in order to concentrate only on the writing.

The number of participants for this workshop being limited (10 participants), please register by sending a mail to Delphine Fagot as soon as possible.

>> Delphine.Fagot@unige.ch